
FRIENDLY, 
FOCUSSED  
& FIRED UP! 

Why have I agreed to let my name stand 
for nomination in the riding of 
Samilkameen - South Okanagan - West 
Kootenays? 
  
Perhaps like you, I’ve been very 
concerned about dramatic changes that 
have occurred in the character and 
direction of our country. The Trudeau 
government has attacked three 
fundamental aspects of our lives: our 
finances, our families and our freedoms. 

After much reflection and discussion with 
my family and friends, I’ve decided step 
forward and put my name in the hat, so I 
may earn the privilege of serving my 
country and my riding.  

#positivelyPequin 

Want to find out more? 
Go online at: 

www.chrispequin.ca 

250-258-7377  
chris@chrispequin.com  

Chris Pequin Suite 410,  
#113, 437 Martin Street,  
Penticton, BC V2A 5L1  

Chris Pequin 
Potential Candidate for 
Similkameen – South 

Okanagan – West Kootenay

You Can Make A 
Difference in 3 

Steps! 

CHRIS  
      FOR   

COMMON 
SENSE

Step 1 
Make sure you have a Conservative 

Party of Canada membership.  

Step 2 
Show up and vote for Chris on 

nomination day. (TBD) 

Step 3 
Multiply your vote!  

Tell your friends about Chris,  
and get them to do Steps 1 & 2.

http://www.chrispequin.ca


Our Families 
Strong marriages and healthy children are the 
bedrock to Canada. I myself have been married 
for 28 years to my bride Korinna, and we have 
five wonderful children. Parents have the right to 
pass on their values to their children. Whether by 
adoption or by birth, your children are yours, and 
you have the final say over what they are taught 
and what they believe - not the State. However, 
what we’ve seen in the past several years are 
governments and public institutions that seek to 
undermine the authority parents have over 
children, by introducing them to radical ideas 
and inappropriate content that many families 
object to. 

Our Freedoms  
Our fundamental freedoms, enshrined by the 
Charter, have been disregarded by the 
Trudeau government in ways never seen 
before in our country. Banks accounts of those 
who supported a peaceful, legal protest were 
frozen, coupled with the military-style arrest of 
innocent protestors. But that’s not all. Not only 
does the Trudeau government believe it has 
the right to compel us to use words and ideas 
we may not agree with, it’s now seeking to 
censor what we want to say and read online. 
Perhaps most egregiously, our right to our 
bodily autonomy, to have the final say on what 
goes into our bodies, was challenged by 
unlawful government mandates. 
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Our Finances 
It’s become abundantly clear that the Trudeau 
government has driven Canada over a massive 
financial cliff, with no idea or intention on 
getting us out. 1 in 4 Canadian families have 
relied on a food bank in the last year in order to 
survive.  The outrageous overspending of the 
last eight years meant our children and 
grandchildren will inherit a mountain of debt 
never seen before in the history of our country. 
Lastly, the carbon tax, which has been hiked 
three times over the past three years, is causing 
a massive inflation in prices, as well as hindering 
the survival of small businesses around the 
country. 

I’m Focussed 
Not only have I always been a true-blue, fully-
invested conservative my whole life, but I’ve also 
put in the work. Over the past two years, I’ve held 
dozens of Meet ’n’ Greets, knocked on hundreds 
of doors, had even more conversations over 
coffee, and made countless phone calls and 
emails. Long before we had a national leader or 
our party was popular in the polls, I put in the 
sweat equity because I was serious about getting 
Canada back on track. Now, our riding has an 
amazing board, people are signing up to be 
volunteers, and our national leader is paying 
attention to this riding. This is a result of focus.

I’m Friendly 
For years, I’ve been frustrated with how toxic 
the public square has become. I’m sure you’re 
also as tired as I am of empty talking points and 
personal attacks that seem to mark modern 
politics. In my conversations with Canadians in 
this riding and across the country, it’s clear that 
we share much more in common than we do 
our differences. A personal belief of mine that’s 
guided all my relationships is that we can 
disagree without being disagreeable. I believe 
this is the key reason why people who usually 
don’t vote conservative have been open and 
willing to hear what I have to say. 

I’m asking for YOUR vote so we can send Ottawa a message. But why ME?

For the last 8 years, the Trudeau government has ATTACKED…

I’m Fired Up! 
When the Trudeau government attacked our 
finances, families, and freedoms, they sparked 
a fire in me that left me no choice but to stand 
up, get involved, and help bring this country 
back on solid ground. I’m not a life-long 
politician, and the people whom I’ve spoken 
to tell me that’s not who they want. They want 
someone who will continue to show up and 
work hard, and, if elected as the Conservative 
Party of Canada Candidate for the riding of 
Similkameen – South Okanagan – West 
Kootenay, someone who will bring common 
sense back to Ottawa. I will be that person.
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